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Abstract:  The time independent Schoedinger equation for two electrons confined 
in a parabolic external potential is solved. Developing this solution in terms of a 
dimensionless variable it is demonstrated that parameterization of the strength of the 
confining potential separate from the effective mass assumption greatly clarifies the 
functional dependence of the system energy on the system parameters. The determination 
of the strength of the external confinement and validation of the effective mass assumption 
in real devices is greatly improved by characterizing the strength of the confining potential 
separate from the effective mass.
Introduction
Reaching a better understanding of nanoscopic systems in general and quantum 
dots in particular requires the development of good models for interacting particles in an 
external confining potential. Toward this end a great deal of recent research has focused on 
the model system of two interacting electrons confined in a parabolic potential. This model 
system is sometimes referred to as artificial helium and, as with real helium, the system 
consist of two interacting electrons in a confining potential. Though somewhat idealized, this 
system presents an extremely useful model for studying quantum effects in nanoscopic 
systems. Unlike a real helium atom, artificial helium does not offer a precisely known external 
confining potential apriori, making the accuracy of the characterization of the external potential 
highly dependent on the quality of the theoretical model of the system. In the present study 
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it is demonstrated that the ubiquitous practice of modeling the external confining potential of 
quantum dots by a characteristic frequency makes it impossible to determine the relative 
contribution of the effective mass to the energy eigenstates independent from the strength 
of the potential.
The quantum many-body problem of the parabolic confining potential has been 
useful in both improving the understanding of the physics of quantum dots [Laufer] [Kais] 
[Taut] [Pfannakuche] [Rontani] [Szafran] as well as characterizing the external confinement of 
specific devices [Rontani] [Tarucha]. To further improve the understanding of quantum dots 
the 
† 
Schr˙ ˙ o dinger  equation of the idealized system of artificial helium is solved and 
presented in a form that is particularly well suited for evaluation of the parameters that 
characterize the parabolic confining potential in general or the confinement of electrons in a 
specific device. This solution also offers an efficient and accurate method for electronic 
structure calculations and the construction of high quality geminal state functions.
Previous studies of electron confinement in quantum dots have generally followed 
the practice of characterizing the confining potential by a frequency parameter and assuming 
the effective mass of the periodic lattice. At some point in the reduction of the dimensions of 
electron confinement the effective mass must become equal to the mass of a free electron 
as the system transitions from lattice to cluster to molecule [Gaponenko]. Coupling the 
characterization of the confining potential together with the effective mass in the frequency 
parameter makes it extremely difficult or impossible to evaluate this transition as the feature 
size of the quantum dot is reduced or as the strength of the confining potential is increased.
The quantum many-body problem of two electrons confined in a parabolic potential 
was previously solved using the basis method by Lamouche and Fishman [Lamouche]. 
Expanding upon this method of solution the eigenvalues and statefunctions of artificial 
helium have been developed in a particularly useful form that clearly illuminates the 
dependence of the energy eigenvalues on the characterization of the external potential as 
well as the effective mass. In this form the solution is sufficiently general to permit 
quantitative consideration of various assumptions of the system parameters for model 
systems and real devices. Development of the solution in this form further permits 
qualitative as well as quantitative studies of the eigenvalues of this system demonstrating 
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that the characterization of the confining potential is greatly improved by separating the 
parameter describing the potential from that of the effective mass.
Two Electrons in a Parabolic External Potential
A system of two interacting electrons confined in a quantum dot is described by the 
state function which is the solution to the 2-body 
† 
Schr˙ ˙ o dinger  equation, 
† 
Hy 1,2( ) = Ey 1,2( ) . 
The system energies E are the eigenvalues of this equation. The Hamiltonian in absolute 
coordinates for the model parabolic external confining potential is written as
  
† 
H = - h
2
2meff
—1
2 +
1
2
kr1
2 -
h2
2meff
— 2
2 +
1
2
kr2
2 +
e2
kr2 -r1
.
One of the reasons that this problem has proven to be so useful is that the 
† 
Schr˙ ˙ o dinger  
equation divides into two separate parts with a judicious change of coordinate. In particular 
the equation in absolute coordinates is transformed to relative (rel), 
† 
r = r2 - r1, and center of 
mass (CM), 
† 
R = 1
2
r2 + r1( ) , coordinates. The transformation of the Hamiltonian is 
accomplished by simple substitution 
† 
r1,r2( ) Æ r,R( ) .
After making the substitution for the absolute coordinates the sum of the Laplacians 
in the Hamiltonian is rewritten in the new coordinates as 
† 
— 2
2 + —1
2 = 2— r
2 +
1
2
— R
2 .  The parabolic 
external confining potential requires only a small rearranging of terms and the interaction part 
becomes particularly simple.  Collecting the various pieces in the rel and CM coordinates 
the Hamiltonian can be rewritten as
  
† 
H = - h
2
4meff
—R
2 + kR2 - h
2
meff
— r
2 +
1
4
kr2 + e
2
kr
.
With this change of coordinates the eigenvalue problems in the relative and center of mass 
coordinates, 
† 
H = HR + Hr, can be solved independent from each other. The state function 
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for the Hamiltonian in these new coordinates is rewritten as the product of separate functions 
of the two halves of the Hamiltonian and the spin function, 
† 
y 1,2( ) = j r( )x R( )s s1,s2( ).
The part of the 2-body problem that is a function of the CM coordinate, 
† 
HRx R( ) = hx R( ) , can be written in a familiar form as
  
† 
-
h2
2meff
—R
2 +
1
2
kRR
2
Ê 
Ë 
Á Á 
ˆ 
¯ 
˜ ˜ x R( ) = h'x R( ),
where 
† 
h'= 2h  and 
† 
kR = 4k . This is the exact form of the eigenvalue equation for the isotropic 
3-dimensional linear harmonic oscillator and the solution is well known [Ohanian, 
Merzbacker].  The eigenvalues of this CM equation are 
  
† 
h = h
k
meff
2N + L + 3
2
Ê 
Ë 
Á 
ˆ 
¯ 
˜ .  The 
equation for 
† 
j r( )  and the second term of the Hamiltonian, 
† 
Hrj r( ) = ej r( ), while complicated 
by the Coulomb interaction, can be similarly rewritten as
  
† 
-
h2
2meff
—r
2 +
1
2
kr r
2 +
e2
2kr
Ê 
Ë 
Á Á 
ˆ 
¯ 
˜ ˜ j r( ) =e'j r( ),
where 
† 
e'= 1
2
e  and 
† 
kr =
1
4
k . The eigenvalues of the 2-body 
† 
Schr˙ ˙ o dinger  equation and the 
total energies of the system are given by the sum of the two eigenvalues, 
† 
E = h + e = 1
2
h'+2e' .
Solving the Center of Mass Equation
The CM equation, 
† 
HRx R( ) = hx R( ) , is the well known isotropic 3-dimensional 
harmonic oscillator problem.  The eigenfunctions for this equation are a product of a function 
of the magnitude of R and the spherical harmonics, 
† 
x R( ) = x N ,L( )YL
M ˆ R ( ) . Writing the CM 
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eigenfunctions in this form permits the separation of the equation leaving only an equation in 
terms of the magnitude R.  The eigenvalue problem remaining for the CM equation is
  
† 
-
h2
2meff
DR
2 +
1
2
kRR
2
Ê 
Ë 
Á Á 
ˆ 
¯ 
˜ ˜ x N ,L( ) = h'x N,L( ),
DR
2 ≡
1
R2
∂
∂R
R2 ∂
∂R
-
L L +1( )
R2
.
The normalized eigenfunctions of this equation are available from the literature [Rontani],
† 
x N,L( ) = l
3
4 2N!
G N + L + 3
2
Ê 
Ë 
Á 
ˆ 
¯ 
˜ 
u
L
2e
-
u
2 L N
L + 1
2 u( ),
where
  
† 
l =
2
h
meff k , 
† 
u = lR2 , 
† 
L N
L + 1
2  are the associated Laguerre polynomials, and 
† 
G  the 
gamma function.
Solving the Relative Equation
The relative equation is in the form of a 1-particle time independent radial 
† 
Schr˙ ˙ o dinger  equation and there are various methods that can be used to solve this 
eigenvalue problem.  In particular the equation can be exactly solved using the Frobenious 
method for specific values of n and l and associated specific values of the confining potential 
k [Taut].  To solve the problem in general the eigenfunctions of the rel equation are 
expanded in a basis, converting the differential equation to a matrix eigenvalue problem.  
This in principle leads to a matrix equation of infinite dimensions which must be truncated to 
some finite dimension in order to make the problem tractable.  By expanding the 
eigenfunctions in terms of a basis of the eigenfunctions of the corresponding problem 
without the interaction term the solution has a particularly useful form.  In this form the 
relationship between the parameters of the model confining potential and the energies of 
the system are clearly demonstrated.
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As with the CM equation the eigenfunctions of the rel equation, 
† 
Hrj r( ) = ej r( ), can 
be separated into the product of a spherical harmonic function and a function of the 
magnitude of the rel coordinate, 
† 
j r( ) =j n,l,m( ) = j n,l( )Yl
m ˆ r( ) = j r( )Yl
m ˆ r( ) .  After rewriting the 
eigenfunctions the radial part of the eigenvalue problem becomes
  
† 
Dj r( ) = e'j r( ),
D ≡ -
h2
2meff
Dr
2 +
1
2
kr r
2 +
e2
2kr
,
Dr
2 ≡
1
r 2
∂
∂r
r 2 ∂
∂r
-
l l +1( )
r 2
.
The eigenfunctions of this equation are expand as 
† 
j n,l( ) = cnqc q,l( )
q= 0
•
Â  where the 
basis function are similar to those found for the CM equation with the appropriate change in 
quantum numbers,
† 
c q,l( ) = g
3
4 2q!
G q + l + 3
2
Ê 
Ë 
Á 
ˆ 
¯ 
˜ 
v
l
2e
-
v
2 L q
l + 1
2 v( ),
where 
  
† 
g =
1
2h
meff k  and 
† 
v = g r 2.  With the judicious use of closure, the eigenvalue problem 
is rewritten as a matrix equation, with infinite dimensions, and the components of the matrix 
form of the differential operator 
† 
D  are
† 
Ipq = c p,l( ) D c q,l( ) .
To improve computational efficiency the integrals in the matrix elements 
† 
Ipq  are transformed 
to the dimensionless variable v.  This transformation is facilitated by first changing the  
differential volume element,
† 
r2dr = 1
2
v
g 3
dv,
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and differential operator,
† 
1
r2
∂
∂r
r2 ∂
∂r
f v( ) = 6g
∂
∂v
f v( ) + 4gv
∂2
∂v2
f v( ),
to the dimensionless variable.  The transformed radial differential operator  is conveniently 
expanded using the above identities and recalling that 
  
† 
g =
1
2h
meff k  and 
† 
kr =
1
4
k , yielding
  
† 
D = -
h2
2meff
Dr
2 +
h
4
k
meff
v + 1
2 2
e2
k h
meff k
1
v
.
The first term of the operator is expanded as
  
† 
-
h2
2meff
Dr
2 = -
3
2
h
k
meff
∂
∂v
- h
k
meff
v ∂
2
∂v2
+
1
4
h
k
meff
l l +1( )
v
.
Now the integrals of each matrix elements can be written explicitly as
† 
Ipq =
1
2
v c' p,l( )Dc' q,l( )dv
0
•
Ú ,
where 
† 
c q,l( ) = g
3
4 c ' q,l( ).  Each component 
† 
Ipq  is the product of various terms involving the 
parameters of the system and a set of integrals that are the same for all systems.  These 
integrals can be readily solved and since they are functions of a dimensionless variable they 
need be solved only once.
The eigenvalue problem is now a matrix problem of infinite dimension.  In order to 
solve the problem numerically the matrix and the expansion of the eigenfunctions must be 
truncated to some finite number of basis functions Q and then the corresponding finite matrix 
eigenvalue problem can be solved by standard methods .  In matrix form the truncated 
eigenvalue equation is written as 
† 
IQ[ ] jQ n,l( )[ ] = eQ ' jQ n,l( )[ ] .  The eigenvalues 
† 
e'@eQ ' are 
found by diagonalizing the matrix 
† 
IQ[ ] where the elements of the matrix are 
† 
Ipq .
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State Functions
Associated with each eigenvalue 
† 
eQ ' of the finite eigenvalue problem in matrix form 
is a corresponding eigenvector 
† 
jQ n,l( )[ ] .  The components of these eigenvectors are the 
coefficients, 
† 
cnq , which approximates the eigenfunctions of the rel equation,
† 
jQ n,l( ) = cnqc q,l( )
q= 0
Q
Â .
With this approximation to the eigenfunctions of the rel equation the complete state function 
is approximated as 
 
† 
y 1,2( ) @ jQ n,l( )Yl
m ˆ r( )x N,L( )YL
M ˆ R ( )s s1,s2( ).
To insure that the statefunctions are normalized each coefficient in the expansion can be 
divided by the coefficient  
† 
cnn , 
† 
cnq Æ
cnq
cnn
.  The solution to the 2-electron problem is not 
complete without ensuring that the state function is antisymmetric, which is necessary to 
satisfy the exclusion principle.  The construction of an antisymmetric state function for this 
system of fermions, noting that  
† 
Yl
m - ˆ r( ) = -1( )
lYl
m ˆ r( ), leads immediately to a restriction on 
the angular momentum quantum numbers l and the spin states [Taut].  The complete state 
function will be antisymmetric for even l only if the spin functions are antisymmetric; 
† 
sA s1,s2( ) Æ l = 0,2,..., and for odd l only if the spin functions are symmetric; 
† 
sS s1,s2( ) Æ l =1,3,....  The antisymmetric spin function can be associated with a singlet state 
while the symmetric spin function can be associated with the triplet state.
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Characterization of the External Potential
Assuming that the confining potential is known apriori, the characterization of the 
confining potential by a frequency parameter 
† 
w  presents no difficulty. However, 
determination of the confinement in real quantum dots must be made by the comparison of 
electronic structure calculations with observations [Tarucha]. In turn the electronic structure 
calculations are highly dependent on the effective mass. In these calculations it has been 
widely assumed that the effective mass of the confined electrons is the same as that of 
electrons in the bulk crystal. Since the effective mass is based on the state functions of the 
periodic crystal this assumption must break down at some feature size [Gaponenko]. The 
assumption must also break down for any external confinement where the actual state 
functions differ greatly from those of the periodic potential of a crystal lattice.
 Parameterization of the external potential by a characteristic frequency, 
† 
w , can make 
it very difficult or impossible to determine the validity of any assumptions about the 
magnitude of the effective mass.  This difficulty is due to the weak functional dependence of 
the ground state energy on variations in meff,  independent of w .  In the CM equation the 
effective mass dependence is completely hidden in the parameter w and it is not possible 
to evaluate this contribution to the ground state energy.  For the rel equation inspection of 
the components of the matrix representation of the differential operator illustrates that the 
only functional dependence on meff  is in the interaction term and then only to the one quarter 
power.  Substantially all influence of the effective mass is hidden in the characterization of 
the confining potential by w.
The functional dependence of the ground state energy on meff  is shown graphically 
in Figure 1.  The ground state energy E, with 
† 
l = 0, was first calculated for a constant effective 
mass and various values of k.  This plot demonstrates the dependence of the calculated 
ground state energy on the parameter k.  The second plot assumes a constant value for w 
and varying meff demonstrating the very weak functional dependence of the ground state 
energy on the effective mass separate from the characterization of the confining potential by 
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the parameter w.  The final plot again assumes a constant confining potential parameterized 
this time by k and exhibits the effect of changes in meff on the ground state energy 
calculations.
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Figure 1.  Three plots are shown for E the calculated ground state energy.  The “Effective 
mass = 1” plot is for constant effective mass and varying confining potential characterized 
by the parameter k.   The “omega Constant” plot is for constant w and varying meff.  The “k 
Constant” plot is for constant k and varying meff.  All unit are a.u..
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Characterization of the external confining potential in terms of the parameter k should 
make it possible to test the validity of the effective mass for various devises and strengths 
of external confinement.  Figure 2 shows ground state energy E calculations, with 
† 
l = 0, for 
various practical confinement strengths [Tarucha].  The plots for various confinement 
strengths are compared for the effective mass and the limiting case of the free mass of an 
electron.  In terms of the parameter k the plots are sufficiently distinguishable that it should 
be possible to test the validity of the effective mass approximation for specific devices and 
confinement strengths.
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Figure 2.  Two plots are shown for E the calculated ground state energy in meV.  Both plots 
are of constant meff  and varying confining potential characterized by the parameter k.   The 
parameter k is in units of 
† 
meV
nm2
.
Summary and Conclusions
 
Recognizing that as feature size and electron confinement in quantum devices 
become small the effective mass must for some feature size and confining strength in real 
devices transition to the free electron mass, and that energy calculations for these devices 
are highly dependent on the assumptions of the model confinement, it has been 
demonstrated that confinement characterization is greatly improved by parameterizing the 
confining potential separate from the effective mass.
Toward this end the time independent 
† 
Schr˙ ˙ o dinger  equation for two electrons 
confined in a parabolic external potential has been solved using a basis method and 
presented in an efficient form for computation. This method of solving the rel equation was 
particularly useful for examining the relationship between the characterization of the strength 
of the confining potential and the effective mass. It was demonstrated that parameterization 
of the strength of the confining potential separate from the effective mass clarifies the 
functional dependence of the system energy on the system parameters.
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